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An award-winning hip hop organisation in  
St Helens has put their spray painting lessons 
with young people to good use by giving 
a local skate park a contemporary facelift, 
thanks to VRP funding. UC Crew’s director, 
Tom Glynn said, “We’re really impressed 
with the work of Kingsyze Graffiti and our 
young volunteers in revamping Victoria Park 
Skatepark from its unloved state to now being 
colourful and welcoming.”

Help the VRP to give an extra push on National 
Child Exploitation Awareness Day on 18 
March, by joining them, and their partners, by 
highlighting the signs of drug gangs grooming 
children in your communities. 

It couldn’t be easier; the VRP has a 
comprehensive page of resources from 
the EYES OPEN campaign that can be 
downloaded from their website for free, 
including posters, booklets and  
short films.

To mark the 
day, DWP has 
kindly agreed to 
organise briefing 
sessions with its 
teams using the 
VRP’s 16-page 
educational 
booklet so staff 
can increase their 
knowledge about 
county lines and 
the signs that 
someone might 
be exploited. The 
booklet describes what happens when young 
people are groomed to sell drugs and signs to 
look out for in case friends are being exploited. 

WE WILL NOT BE DEFEATED! 
Two groups of Merseyside former offenders have 
received personal development programmes despite  
the initial challenges posed by COVID thanks to  
agile working.

Magistra Civitas, 
one of VRP’s delivery 
partners working to 
reduce reoffending, 
adapted some of 
their programmes by 
transforming them 
into OCN-accredited 
Individual Learning 
Packs with support 
guidance arranged 
through video links 
and telephone 
contact. 

Their Connect Programme focuses on the impact of 
imprisonment on family relationships. 

“It’s critical that all parties understand the ripple effect 
of violence on others and just how important it is to stay 
connected – or reconnect – with positive relationships 
throughout imprisonment,” says Margaret Adams, 
Director of Magistra Civitas.

SPRAY THAT AGAIN?

SAVE A YOUNG 
PERSON’S LIFE 
(NO, REALLY)

www.merseysidevrp.com
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CAREER SESSIONS

VICTIM SURVEY

The VRP is proud to sponsor Thrive’s 
interactive career sessions for young people.
18 March – Social enterprise: 2pm
Brian Dawe from Safe Regeneration 
talks about setting up his social 
enterprise and forging a career from 
supporting people.
25 March – Construction: 2pm
Join a live tour of a construction 
site thanks to Carefoot and meet 
tradespeople who will talk about their 
own jobs.
30 March – Media: 2pm
John Gibbons, Head of Audio at The 
Anfield Wrap, talks us through his 
career and working in media. 
Email Thrive on info@thrive-cic.co.uk. 
Join online sessions here: http://thrive-
cic.co.uk/events/

 CLICK HERE

NEW PHONE 
NEW BIKE 
NEW MATES
NEW CLOTHES
NEW HABITS
NEW ATTITUDE
THE SIGNS OF 
GROOMING CAN 
BE HARD TO READ.

Crimestoppers-org.uk 
0800 555 111

NSPCC.org.uk 
0808 800 5000

Give anonymous information For help and advice

Drug gangs are grooming kids in Merseyside. 
Know what to look for. Know who to help.

www.eyes-open.co.uk

 CLICK HERE FOR FULL STORY

BEFORE AFTER

collaboration with our many Merseyside partners 
– especially considering we have all journeyed 
through three national lockdowns now.  Most 
delivery partners reworked or redesigned their plans 
and as a result, they managed to deliver all, the 
majority of, their intended programme. RESULT!

Understandably, through no fault of their own, 
this has not been an option for some given the 
limitations and challenges of COVID. However,  
we are full of admiration for every organisation  
and individual who helped us continue to  
deliver interventions.

In his introduction to this year’s annual report, Head 
of Merseyside VRP, Det Supt Andy Ryan references 
a well-known Desmond Tutu quote, which sums up 
the VRP’s approach: “There comes a point when we 
need to stop just pulling people out of the river, and 
instead, we need to go upstream and find out why 
they are falling in.”

As we start to look ahead 
to our new financial year in 
April, we wave goodbye to a 
fiscal year that has arguably 
been the most challenging 
for everyone, everywhere, 
around the world – 
professionally, and personally. 
So, if you’re anything like the 
VRP, you’ll be ready to start 
afresh and say hello to a 
brand new year. 

More than 200 projects have been 
delivered – and by the end of March, the 
entire VRP budget will have been spent on 
making our communities safer. 

In the face of unprecedented adversity 
during 2020-21, the VRP feels immensely 
proud of what we have achieved in 

SAY HELLO,  
WAVE 

GOODBYE

Please help us to feed into the PCC’s victim 
survey by sharing the link below.

https://www.merseysidevrp.com
http://bit.ly/3eOQCxp
http://bit.ly/2NquLkq
http://bit.ly/3lqTqlw
mailto:info%40thrive-cic.co.uk.?subject=
https://thrive-cic.co.uk/events/
https://thrive-cic.co.uk/events/
https://www.merseysidepcc.info/VictimExperienceSurvey
http://bit.ly/3bU9d97


Hi, my name is Stephen Sinnott. As the 
Operations Manager at POPS, I am 
responsible for overseeing our day-to-
day operation and the delivery of POPS’ 
community-based services in Merseyside 
and Manchester, and POPS’ Family 
services in six of the eleven prisons in 
which POPS works. 

I have been working with POPS for 10 years 
having graduated with a degree in Law and 
Criminology. I started as a family support 
worker in Manchester Magistrates court, then 
transferred to our family support team, moving 
on to work with families of 18 – 25 year old 
young adult offenders.  

For three years, I’ve managed a range of 
POPS’ services, using my experience to 
develop our staff and services.  More recently, 
I was given the exciting opportunity to work 
alongside Merseyside VRP to embed support 
for offenders and /or prisoners’ families, and 
input into their strategy.  
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Hi, my name is Tori Hywel-Davies and 
I’m the Communications and Campaigns 
Lead with the VRP. My marketing 
communication background developed 
in both private and public sectors having 
also worked in journalism.

Scooping the role to help establish the 
brand and reputation for Merseyside’s 
first-ever Violence Reduction Partnership 
was incredibly exciting, and I have 
experience in setting up and establishing 
new departments but it was the ‘reducing 
serious violence’ from a public health 
approach, (tackling violence as a public 
health issue), which really appealed. 

It felt daunting, too. We’d have to 
establish ourselves without, for example, 
using traditional devices like competitive 
pricing and incentivisation to muscle into 
a scene as a trading startup could.

‘ALL ABOUT ME’
PROMOTES HEALTHY RELATIONSHIPS 
The VRP is delighted to see that Local 
Solutions has launched its new workbook, 
All About Me, for young people about 
developing healthy relationships to 
prompt discussions in youth groups. 

“With the support of the VRP, we’ve been 
able to design something that encourages 
young people to consider both 
negative and positive choices and their 
consequences on the decision-maker and 
those around them,” says Kerry Dowling, 
Domestic Abuse and Bullybusters 
Operational Manager, Local Solutions. 

“It’s more of a conversation starter 
than a behavioural change tool. It asks 
young people to think about where the 
influences to make their choices and 
decisions have come from, and if they are 
helpful or unhelpful – and if so, how?”

Aimed at young people aged 11 or over, 
the clear, good-looking workbook can be 
worked through in a group or on a one-
to-one basis. 

All About Me – Thinking About 
Relationships And Who I Want To Be, has 
been shared with partner services, which 
support young people in Merseyside 
including secondary schools and non-
education providers. [If you’d like a copy 
please see the email address at the end.]

“We recognise that many children and 
young people find themselves engaging 
with our services due to the breakdown of 
relationships, including family breakdown, 
friendships, and intimate partner 
relationships,” says Kerry.

MEET  
THE  
TEAM

MEET  
THE  
PARTNER

 CLICK HERE FOR FULL STORY

www.merseysidevrp.com

GETTING REAL ABOUT ARSON

MAKE A NOTE TO EXPRESS YOURSELF!
It is World Poetry Day (WPD) on 21 March, and 
to celebrate it, the VRP wanted to share two 
poems about serious violence or related issues 
that partners, Writing on the Wall (WOW), have 
produced with groups of young Merseyside writers. 

Poetry is universal language. It can speak 
to everyone, at every age, and allows us to 
communicate our shared values, experiences and 
fears, often prompting catalysts for dialogue and 
peace. The Hill We Climb, read by the US National 
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As the first VRU to include arson 
in its serious violence list, the VRP 
is producing a new animation 
with Merseyside Fire and Rescue 
Service (MFRS) to help prevent 
arson – and get it discussed 
– among young people in 
Merseyside.

Youth engagement workers will 
take the animation to schools, 
pupil referral units (PRUs) and 
youth groups and use the 
storyline to facilitate discussions 
about the many issues that 
surround arson. Young people 
will be encouraged to see the bigger picture, 
which includes issues such as home life, domestic 
violence, peer pressure, drugs, county lines and 
education.

“The storyline has been developed to allow young 
people to consider the reasons why young people 

commit arson because it’s not just 
a thrill-seeking activity as many 
might think,” says Pete Owens, 
Arson Lead, VRP .

“The motivation to get involved 
in serious violence, no matter 
what the activity, is usually driven 
by a complex number of drivers, 
whether that’s becoming involved 
in an organised criminal gang 
(OCG), friends, unhappiness or 
frustration at home, other Adverse 
Childhood Experiences (ACEs).

“Our animation and its resource 
pack will prompt meaningful 

discussions with trained facilitators, so young 
people can better understand the consequences of 
their decision-making and the importance of taking 
responsibility for themselves.”

Youth Poet Laureate, Amanda Gorman, during  
the inauguration of President Joe Biden, is a  
great example.

To honour WPD, you could listen to a group 
of WOW’s young people in collaboration with 
Liverpool’s all-female band Rise Athena performing 
Azrah Ismail’s poem, Hope Filled Town on 
YouTube, and read the full poem by clicking on  
the link below

 CLICK HERE FOR FULL STORY

http://bit.ly/3vFzkJ8
http://bit.ly/3qXxEH0
http://bit.ly/2QexOgK
https://www.merseysidevrp.com
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Hill_We_Climb
https://bit.ly/30Qe3hF
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G6tJVaqjZNA
http://bit.ly/2Q9Wff3
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